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This paper attempts to disclose how temperature variation affects the electromagnetic 

shielding of a multilayer composite made of copper (Cu) fibers surrounded by silicon (Si). 

The model of the composite was fabricated by physical vapor deposition method, and tested 

with the temperature rising from room temperature (RT), 50ºC, 85ºC to 110ºC. Under these 

temperatures, several electromagnetic shielding parameters of the composite were measured 

in various operating microwave frequencies (E, F, I and J bands). Among them, dielectric 

permittivity was acquired by LCR tester, magnetic permeability was measured by vibrating 

sample magnetometer (VSM), and the electromagnetic (EM) wave attenuation was recorded 

by typical microwave test bench. The results show that the composite had an EMI shielding 

of 20dB at 85º and 100dB at the RT; the reflection loss of the composite (volume fraction: 

0.32) was also 100dB at the RT. Thus, the temperature rise suppresses the reflection loss; the 

composite has better electromagnetic shielding effect at the RT than at elevated temperatures; 

the volume faction enhances the wave attenuation of the composite. The results provide a 

good reference for the design of stable electromagnetic shielding materials at elevated 

temperatures. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

All electronic tools that distribute or transmit electrical 

energy create electromagnetic waves, which have harmful 

impacts on human health, surrounding environment, and 

device performance [1]. The electromagnetic wave created by 

them gradually interfere with each other, as well are called the 

electromagnetic interference (EMI) [2-8]. In fact, the 

composite material that designed for the electromagnetic 

compatibility (EMC) applications contain conductive fibres 

(High electrical conductivity σ>>0) embedded in a dielectric 

medium (electrical conductivity σ=0) [3, 4]. In general the 

conductive fillers are usually added with polymers or in 

elastomer to increase the conductivity of matrix to attenuate 

the incoming microwaves similarly the magnetic fillers such 

as ferric oxide, nickel and cobalt particles are added with 

polymeric materials to improve magnetic behavior of base 

matrix to block the incoming magnetic field of microwave. 

The conductive particles will reflect the incoming microwaves 

whereas the magnetic particles in shielding material create 

residual magnetism. These residual magnetic moments 

improve the magnetic eddy losses when the microwave hits 

the shielding material. Arun prakash et al. [5] performed a 

study of impact of adding conductive and magnetic fillers in 

EMI shielding behavior in epoxy composite material. They 

concluded that the amount of conductive copper particle 

increases the shielding effectiveness also increases. The 

attenuation improvement of near 30% was observed for 

composite contains more volume of conductive particles. The 

authors also stated that when adding magnetic particles also 

further improves the attenuation behavior to the greater 

extend. Vincent et al. [6] studied the effect adding MWCNTs 

into epoxy composites in EMI shielding behavior. They 

concluded that addition of more volume of MWCNTs 

improved the attenuation behavior by improving conductivity. 

They also explicated that when the incoming microwave 

temperature increases the conductivity decreases due to poor 

polarization, which gives lower conductivity factor. Similar 

work also reported by Ramesh et al. [7] in natural rubber, 

which contain MWCNTs and Fe3O4 particles. The authors 

confirm the magnetization of 15vol.% of compound particles 

reinforced natural rubber composite gives 587E-6. Maximum 

microwave attenuation of 64dB was observed for 15vol.% of 

particles reinforced natural rubber composite in J band 

frequency. Prakash et al. [8] studied the effect of adding glass 

fibre and iron oxide particles in to epoxy resin. They 

confirmed that adding magnetic iron oxide particles improved 

the magnetic shielding effect of composite material fabricated. 

Joshi et al [9] studied the effect of adding carbon nanostructure 

into epoxy resin composite. They confirmed that addition of 

carbon nanostructure increased the conductivity of epoxy resin 

and attenuate the microwaves. The creation of residual EMF 

with in shielding material by conductive particles enforces 

decay in incoming microwave. Thus it is clear that adding 

conductive particles in any matrix improves the conductivity 

behaviour of composite. 

This paper aims for better understanding the relations 

between the parameters such as electrical conductivity, 
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shielding effectiveness mechanisms and the temperature effect 

of the shielding material against the electromagnetic 

interference (EMI). Here, novel multilayer composites made 

of copper (Cu) fibres surrounded by silicon (Si) which are of 

particular interest. The insulating layer (Si) could be 

sandwiched between two composites of (Cu fibre) in same 

thickness with perfect electrical conductivity, which resulting 

a better electromagnetic shielding performance. A novel 

multi-layer structure, which could be made of two-layered 

composite (conductive) separated by a dielectric layer (0.25 

µm thick) to see how the multi-layered composite structure 

works out. The structure has the same composite layer 

containing 50 copper fibres with an σ = 5.8*107 of S/m, and 

0.036 µm radius embedded inside the dielectric layer (Si) ɛ = 

11.9 with 0.5 µm thick. This multilayer structure (Copper 

fibre/Si) could increase the shielding effectiveness (SE) by 

increasing the multiple internal reflections waves between the 

dielectric layers which has a direct positive effect on the total 

shielding effectiveness. 

 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
 

2.1 EMI shielding model 

The SE of a material is defined by the ratio of the 

transmitted power (Pt) through the material to the incident 

power (Pi) of an electromagnetic wave. In this paper, we have 

proposed a new multi-layer structure with two conductive 

layers (1 and 3) separated by a dielectric layer (Si) as shown 

in Figure 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Proposed multi layer structure CuF/Si-Si-CuF/Si 

 

When the wave impinges the slab, a part of wave energy 

reflected and the other absorbed or transmitted, the scattering 

parameters (S-parameters) can be used to define the quality of 

a shield 

 

1A R T= − −                                  (1) 

 

where, R and T are the reflection and transmission power 

respectively, calculated based on the S parameters; it can be 

defined from the VNA as follows [10]: 
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where, |Sij|2 represents the power reflection (i=j) and 

transmission (i ≠ j) from port i to port j. So the total resistance 

of the composite can be obtained as [10-13]: 
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When considering the expression 
1L

R
A 

=  in Eq. (4), 

we got after some manipulation: 
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(1 )mC f f fV V  = + −                     (6) 

 

In the situation of an insulating matrix, in which 𝜎≈0, Eq.8 

minimize to: 

 

C f fV                                  (7) 

 

where, σc is electrical conductivity of the composite (S/m), σm 

is electrical conductivity of the matrix (S/m), Vf is volume 

fraction of the copper fibres. Rm, Rc, Rf, represent the resistance 

of the matrix, composite and fiber respectively, A is cross-

section area of fuselage skin (m2). Mostly, fiber volume 

fraction is calculated according to ASTM D2584 as 

 

( )/m m mf f f fV w w w   
 

=   +             (8) 

 

where, Vf volume fraction of fibers, Wf weight of fibers, Wm 

weight of matrix, ρf density of fibers, ρm density of matrix. 

 

2.2 Shielding material preparation 

 

The multilayer composite material was prepared and 

analyzed theoretically by ‘HFSS software, high-frequency 

structure simulator’ process and the real time model was 

prepared using PVD process. In that the substrate material 

used was copper fibres of 100 nos arranged as systematic 

format. The silica nano material was forced to deposit on the 

material in vacuum environment. The layer thickness achieved 

here was 0.5 µm in both side of copper fibre. The substrate 

temperature was cooled to room temperature by room 

temperature cooling and inspected for visual defects. 

 

2.3 Testing of composites 

 

The electrical conductivity and insulation behavior were 

analyzed using an LCR meter, HIOKI, JAPAN. The EMI 

shielding effect of fabricated multilayer composite was 

analyzed using microwave test bench attached with Klystron 

setup for microwave production. The sample was placed in a 

movable shot and reflection wave attenuation was measured 

using a VSWR meter in terms of dB. The test was repeated 

several times to find average. Figure 2 shows the typical 

microwave test bench used for the current study. 
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Figure 2. Microwave test bench setup 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

3.1 The effect of temperature on the proposed multilayer 

composite 

 

Figure 3(a) displayed the variation of electrical conductivity 

vs volume fraction, and Figure 3(b) presents the temperature 

depending on the electrical conductivity (S/m) of silicon 

matrix, and electrical conductivity (S/m) of fibers (Cu) as a 

function of 1000/T. The acquired curves decrease linearly 

when the temperature increase, according to the Arrhenius law 

[14]: 

 

0 exp a
dc

B

E
T A

k T


 
= − 

 

                          (9) 

where, A0 is the pre-exponential factor, Ea is the activation 

energy, and kB is the Boltzmann constant. 

It is observed that when volume fraction of particle 

increases the conductivity get increases. This increment is 

because of improved conductivity via inclusion of conductive 

particles [15]. Both volume fraction and conductivity are 

directly proportional based on the curve in Figure 3(a). The 

Figure 3 shows the temperature effect on conductivity. When 

temperature increases in all volume fractions same 

conductivity is observed. It is because of increased 

temperature affected the conductivity of composite material by 

increasing the kinetic energy of particles [16]. The Table 1 

shows the electrical conductivity obtained from the proposed 

sample. 

 

 
 

(a) Variation in electrical conductivity vs volume fraction         (b) Temperature dependence of Ln (σT) for proposed composite 

 

Figure 3. Variation in electrical conductivity vs volume fraction and temperature dependence of Ln (σT) for proposed composite 

 

Table 1. Electrical conductivity obtained from the proposed sample 

 
Sample proposed σ(S/m) at T = 25 °C σ(S/m) at T = 50 °C σ(S/m) at T=85 °C σ(S/m) at T= 110 °C Ref. 

Copper (CuF) 5.89*107 5 *107 4.119*107 3.656*107 Our work 
Silicon (Si) 0.896*10-3 0.73*10-3 0.601*10-3 0.472*10-3 Our work 

 

3.2 The effect of temperature on the electromagnetic 

characteristics 

 

The effect of temperature on the electrical conductivity of 

Copper (CuF) fibre, silicon matrix, and the electrical 

parameters responses of the whole proposed composite sample 

are presented in Figures 4 and 5. It is noted that when 

frequency increases from 2 GHz to 8 GHz the reflection losses 

were decreased and saturated at 10 dB. Whereas when the 

frequency again increases to 10 GHz the reflection loss further 

increases up to 80 dB. The volume fraction of copper in 

multilayer composite was 0.32. This reduction in higher 
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frequency is the cause of increased frequency, which 

penetrates the shielding material at faster rate. The amount 

energy reduction within the skin depth is very less due to 

higher amplitude [16]. Thus reduction in reflection loss was 

observed. It is observed that in Figure 4(b) the wave reflection 

loss suddenly increases with increase of temperature. The 

reflection loss of 87 dB was observed in room temperature for 

shielding material having 0.32 volume fractions. But when 

temperature reaches 85ºC the reflection loss was reduced to 

14dB. Thus reduction is the cause of poor conductivity of 

composite layer under elevated temperature. In higher 

temperature the molecules got activation energy and hence 

they start rotating. Thus poor polarization occurs and reduced 

the charge flow. The following simulation results of the 

reflection and the shielding effectiveness have proved the 

efficiency of the analytical model that used. 

  
(a) EMI reflection vs volume fraction and frequency at 25 °C     (b) EMI reflection vs temperature and frequency at Vf=0.32 

 

Figure 4. Simulation results of multilayer CuF/Si 

  
(a) EMI SE vs temperature and frequency at Vf=0.32                  (b) EMI SE vs volume fraction and frequency at 25 °C 

 

Figure 5. Simulation results of multilayer CuF/Si 

 

 
 

Figure 6. EMI shielding vs. volume fraction 

 

Figure 4 and 5 shows the EMI reflection loss of various 

multilayer composites fabricated using different volume 

fraction of copper wire and silicon layer. It is noted that when 

volume fraction increases the shielding effect also increases. 

This increment is the cause of improved conductivity of 

multilayer composite. Figure 6 shows the relationship between 

EMI shielding and volume fraction of composites. The 

reflection loss of 40 dB was observed for composite contain 

0.29 Vf whereas the improvement of 17%, 27% and 37.5% 

were observed when 0.3 Vf, 0.31 Vf and 0.32 Vf of second 

phase additions added into a multilayer composite. This 

improvement is the cause of presence of higher conductivity 

copper micro-wires. When incoming micro-wave hits the 

shielding material the eddy current created within the material 

and it hampered the electron flow further to pass over. This 

resistance in electron flow absorbs most of the electrical 

component of incoming micro-wave thereby attenuates the 

microwave. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

The following are the conclusions made from the current 

work. The obtained results from this work prove that the 
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proposed arrangement built from alternating composite of 

(CuF/Si) and dielectric layers of silicon (Si) displays a better 

performance of SE by high reflection mechanism between the 

layers. Same time the temperature increase changes the 

reflection loss to lower level. In room temperature the 

composites show better SE properties than elevated 

temperatures. The increase in volume fraction increased the 

wave attenuation behavior of multi-layer composite. 

Therefore, in order to achieve the better shielding properties 

of composite materials the thermally insulative coating 

materials on shielding composites are to be applied to avoid 

temperature interruptions. These thermally non conductive 

shielding materials having the advantage of highly stable 

shielding effectiveness material in high temperature wave 

propagation application. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

 

EMI Electromqgnetic interference 

SE Shielding effectiveness 

HFSS high-frequency structure simulator 

 

Greek symbols 

 

 

σc Electrical conductivity of composite 

σf Electrical conductivity of fibre 

σc Electrical conductivity of matrix 

 

Subscripts 

 

 

T temperature 

A0 pre-exponential factor 

CuF Copper fiber 
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